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There are many ways to think about your business 
reputation: the quality of your products and services, the 
experiences your customers have, and the opinions people 
share about your business. But in the Internet age, your 
reputation is all of those things and more.

Today, everything posted about your business online has the potential to make a big impact on the consumer’s 

decision whether or not to do business with you. That’s because today, the Web is a vital resource consumers 

turn to when researching a purchase.  

So, what do people see when they research your business online? 
If you don’t know much about your online reputation, the answer might surprise you. Even some of the best 

businesses find that consumers aren’t afraid to express frustrations online. In fact, a recent study showed that 

almost half of Internet users feel they can be “brutally honest” online, and over a quarter of social media users 

are likely to “share dissatisfaction with a company, brand or product via social media” (Source: Harris Interactive). 

That’s why it’s so important to keep a pulse on what consumers are saying about you online and learn how to 

manage your reputation. 

What Exactly is Reputation Management?
Reputation management is the process of cultivating the reputation of your business. Your online reputation 

includes everything that consumers say and share about your business online – like reviews, social media 

posts, comments, blog posts, and articles – in addition to information that your business publishes online, such 

as content on your business blog, website, and social media channels. Essentially, your entire business Web 

Presence can play a role your online reputation. 

of consumers do online 
research before making 
a local purchase97%

Source:   BIA/Kelsey & ConStat

INTRODUCTION

http://www.harrisinteractive.com/NewsRoom/HarrisPolls/tabid/447/mid/1508/articleId/403/ctl/ReadCustom Default/Default.aspx)
http://www.biakelsey.com/company/press-releases/100310-Nearly-All-Consumers-Now-Use-Online-Media-to-Shop-Locally.asp
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The process of reputation management is both proactive and reactive and includes three core components: 

Monitoring
One of the first steps of reputation management is monitoring what is being said about your 

business across the Web, on review sites, social media sites, and beyond, in order gauge the 

overall sentiment that current or prospective customers have toward your business. 

Managing & Responding
Next, it’s critical to manage and respond to any issues that arise – both by addressing 

online complaints or negative comments and by working to resolve those issues within your 

business. 

Building
Finally, it’s important to be proactive to build and promote a positive online reputation 

through the sharing of positive reviews, comments, and content about your business online. 

Your online reputation is absolutely critical in today’s consumer world as the role it plays in the modern 

purchase path continues to grow. According to research, 86% of consumers look at business reviews online 

before they make a purchase decision and 90% of consumers trust the reviews they read (Source: Reuters). 

The bottom line is that what consumers see about you online ultimately determines whether they do business 

with you or a competitor.

What’s a Business Owner to Do?
Reputation management is a critical discipline for any business today. It’s also a complicated, multi-stage 

endeavor that isn’t simply done once and then forgotten. In order to effectively manage your online 

reputation, you must continually monitor, address, and build it in order to make sure that customers and 

prospects see the best side of your business when they discover you online. So, to help you navigate this 

complex process, we’ve put together this step-by-step guide on reputation management for local businesses. 

Start with the basics: assess whether your online reputation is positive or if there are some 
issues you need to address.  Think you already know the answer?  Read on. There are lots 
of components to your online reputation that you may or may not be aware of, and it’s 
important to consider how each one of them affects consumers in their buying journey.

of consumers look at business 
reviews online before they 
make a purchase decision86%

Source:   Reuters

http://go.reachlocal.com/HowConsumersBuyToday_request.html?utm_source=%28direct%29&utm_medium=%28none%29&utm_term=HowConsumersBuy&utm_campaign=RLLCSB
http://www.reuters.com/article/2008/12/09/idUS159105+09-Dec-2008+PRN20081209
http://www.biakelsey.com/company/press-releases/100310-Nearly-All-Consumers-Now-Use-Online-Media-to-Shop-Locally.asp
http://www.reuters.com/article/2008/12/09/idUS159105+09-Dec-2008+PRN20081209


YOUR ONLINE REPUTATION NEEDS

MONITORING

YOUR ONLINE REPUTATION HAS

PROBLEMS

ARE PEOPLE WRITING 
NEGATIVE CONTENT ABOUT 
YOU ON BLOGS OR WEBSITES?

DID YOU ADEQUATELY 
ADDRESS THE NEGATIVE 
COMMENTS?

DO THESE SHOW UP 
PROMINENTLY IN SEARCH 
FOR YOUR KEYWORDS?

YOUR ONLINE REPUTATION IS 

POSITIVE

IS YOUR RATING HIGH ON 
REVIEW SITES LIKE YELP, 
GOOGLE+ LOCAL, ETC.?

IS YOUR ONLINE 
REPUTATION 

POSITIVE?

HAS ANYONE POSTED  
NEGATIVELY ABOUT YOU ON 
SOCIAL MEDIA SITES?

ARE SEARCH ENGINES SHOWING MOSTLY POSITIVE 
INFORMATION ABOUT YOU ON PAGE ONE FOR THE 
FOLLOWING KEYWORDS: 

BUSINESS NAME 
BUSINESS NAME + REVIEWS 

BUSINESS NAME + COMPLAINTS

Your Business

“
”
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Assess Your 
Reputation

STEP 1

The first step in reputation management is taking a good look at what your current 

online reputation really looks like. You may have run across some comments or 

reviews on specific review sites like Yelp or listings like Google+ Local.  But do you 

have a comprehensive understanding of your entire online reputation? What do 

consumers see about your business when they search for it online? What shows up 

for you on all the important review sites for your business? How do social media 

sites factor into the equation? And, with all the different sites out there, with different 

rating systems, scores, and numbers, what does it all mean? In this section, we’ll 

cover the basics of taking the pulse of your online reputation so you can determine 

whether it is positive or negative.
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Use Top Search Engines 

We recommend using top search engines Google and Bing to evaluate your reputation in 

search engines, since these represent the vast majority of online searches. Bing now powers 

Yahoo! searches in addition to its own, which means you’re likely to see the same results on 

both Bing and Yahoo! (Source: Wikipedia). 

Avoid Personalized Search 

Today, search engines provide more relevant and personalized results based on a variety of 

factors. For example, if you are logged into a Google account and use the Google search 

engine, you will get personalized search results based on your past search and browsing history. 

This means that if you often visit your own business website or click on positive content about your 

business, you may notice those types of pages ranking higher in personalized search results – a 

result that may be totally unique to you. To avoid a false positive when searching for your business 

reputation, use a browser feature like the Chrome “Incognito” window or the Firefox “Private 

Browsing,” function to perform your search. And make sure you’re logged out of any accounts 

within that browser session before performing your search.

WHAT DO SEARCH 
ENGINES SAY?1

70% of 
Consumers 
look to search engines 
to find reviews

One of the most important factors in your 
online reputation is what search engine 
results pages (SERPs) – what shows up after 
a consumer types a search word or phrase 
into a search engine like Google or Bing – 
say about your business. That’s because the 
way many potential customers will learn 
about your business online is by searching 
for your business name. In fact, 70% of 
consumers look to search engines to find 
reviews (Source: Econsultancy). 

Source:   Econsultancy

http://searchengineland.com/google-bing-both-gain-market-share-in-february-comscore-151523
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bing
http://support.google.com/chrome/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=95464
http://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/private-browsing-browse-web-without-saving-info
http://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/private-browsing-browse-web-without-saving-info
http://econsultancy.com/us/blog/7403-how-many-bad-reviews-does-it-take-to-deter-shoppers
http://www.biakelsey.com/company/press-releases/100310-Nearly-All-Consumers-Now-Use-Online-Media-to-Shop-Locally.asp
http://www.reuters.com/article/2008/12/09/idUS159105+09-Dec-2008+PRN20081209
http://econsultancy.com/us/blog/7403-how-many-bad-reviews-does-it-take-to-deter-shoppers
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Search Brand & Reputation Keywords 

In order to see what shows up when consumers search for you, it’s important to use the right 

keywords. Here are a few keyword formulas to search:

Business Name Searches

Business Name

Business Name 
+ Location

Business Name 
Misspelling 

Business Name 
Variations

“Business 
Name”

Since local searchers will most likely use your business name to look up 

your business online, start by searching for it and see what shows up. 

If your business has a common name and doesn’t show up in business 

name search results, or if it has multiple locations, try searching for your 

business name plus its location. For example, All Automotive Atlanta 

may have different results than All Automotive Austin. Thanks to local 

search results, you may see your business, along with information about 

it, show up.

Searchers may accidentally type common misspellings when searching 

for a business online, so it’s important to see what shows up when your 

business name is misspelled to make sure you don’t miss any reputation 

issues. For example, All Automotive could be misspelled Al Automotive.

If you’re having problems finding results for your business when you 

search, try searching for your business name within quotes, which will 

return results that include your business name exactly, rather than just 

results for the individual terms within your name. But keep in mind that 

most consumers are probably not searching for your business this way, so 

if you have to resort to this search, you have a bigger reputation problem 

in that local searchers most likely can’t find your business online at all.

Some businesses have name variations. For example, maybe your 

business is listed both as All Automotive and All Automotive, Inc. If 

there are multiple versions of your business name out there, make sure 

to search for them all. Also, two-word business names that are used to 

form one word, like AllAutomotive, could have variations such as All 

Automotive, AllAuto, and All Auto in addition to the technically correct 

business name. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Lists_of_common_misspellings
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Look at Page 1 of SERPs 

Search engine results pages can stretch on and on and on. How much of what shows up 

in search about your business are consumers seeing? There’s no way to know, but the first 

page of results has the biggest impact, because all searchers will at least see the content on 

this page. Eye-tracking studies suggest that the first results on the SERP page are by far the 

most important, with consumers reading the top results most often (Source: Mediative).

Identify Any Issues

When you’re looking at the search results for your business and reputation keywords, 

it’s important to identify any reputation issues and track the results. On review sites, there 

may be star or number rating systems you can use to determine whether the feedback is 

positive or negative. You may be able to read from the title of a website or blog post how 

the sentiment skews. Or, you may have to read all the content and make a judgment call. 

Just make sure you are making your decision with the consumer in mind. Would a potential 

customer find the information presented to be positive or negative about your business? This 

question should be your guide for identifying issues you need to tackle.

Track the Results 

There are numerous ways to track what you find when researching your reputation through 

search engines, and this is just the starting point. You should tally the positive, neutral, and 

negative content for each type of search on each type of search engine and look at the 

overall score. Do the scales tip toward the positive or toward the negative? 

Business Name

Business Name + Location

Business Name Misspelling 

Business Name Variations

“Business Name”

Google  Bing  
Positive PositiveNegative NegativeNeutral Neutral

http://mashable.com/2012/07/18/brand-social-media-comments/%5D
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WHAT DO REVIEW 
SITES SAY?2

You may have come across some interesting content about your business when 
conducting searches for your reputation online. Chances are, comments from review 
sites showed up somewhere along the way.  The content on review sites about your 
business is important because some consumers will not only find your business on 
review sites because they did a search, but also because they are a fan of using that 
particular review site. So, it’s critical to see what your reputation looks like on various 
review sites.

Identify Top Review Sites for Your Business

In general, there are some top sites all local businesses should be aware of when researching 

their online reputation. These include: 

In addition, you may run across employee reviews about your business on sites like 

Glassdoor and Jobitorial. These are also important when considering your overall reputation 

because they speak to the heart of your business and a poor employment reputation could 

reflect negatively both to potential employees and customers. 

http://www.yelp.com/
http://local.yahoo.com/
http://www.citysearch.com
http://www.merchantcircle.com
http://www.insiderpages.com/
http://www.judysbook.com/
http://www.angieslist.com/
http://www.angieslist.com/
http://www.yellowpages.com/
http://www.superpages.com
http://www.google.com/+/learnmore/local/
http://www.google.com/+/learnmore/local/
http://www.glassdoor.com/index.htm'
http://www.indeed.com/
http://www.jobitorial.com/
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Auto   

Education  

Healthcare

Home Improvement

Legal

Multifamily

It’s also important to identify if there are any critical review sites for your particular 

industry. For example, sites like TripAdvisor, OpenTable, Edmunds, Zagat, UrbanSpoon, 

DemandForce, Kudzu, Yellowbot, DexKnows, and SuperPages are very important sites within 

specific niches. Make a list of the top review sites along with any important niche sites for 

your industry so you can keep tabs on them. 

Vertical Specific Review Sites

http://www.zocdoc.com/
http://www.dealerrater.com/
http://www.cars.com/
http://www.edmunds.com/
http://www.mydealerreport.com/
http://www.cardealercheck.com/
http://dealershipratings.com/
http://www.autoloan.com/
http://www.epinions.com/?sb=1
http://www.greatschools.org/
http://www.schooldigger.com/
http://www.privateschoolreview.com/
http://www.healthgrades.com/
http://www.healthcare.com/
http://www.doctor.com/
http://www.ratemds.com/
http://www.wellness.com/
http://www.angieslist.com/
http://badcontractorreviews.com/
http://www.bbb.org/
http://www.homeadvisor.com/
http://www.avvo.com/
http://www.napil.com/
http://www.lawyerratingz.com/
http://www.lawyers.com/
http://www.findlaw.com/
http://www.rentadvisor.com/
http://www.apartmentratings.com/
http://www.vitals.com/
http://www.doctoroogle.com/
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Identify Any Review Sites Ranking Well 

If there are reviews for your business on sites that are showing up in search results for your 

business name and reputation keywords but that aren’t on your list, you should also keep 

tabs on those sites because they are affecting your reputation in SERPs – as well as to users 

on that site. Make sure to add these review sites to your list of sites to monitor.

Check Your Listing Status

Now that you’ve got a good list of the important review sites to monitor, you also need to 

see if your business listing is claimed on the site. Some sites, like Google+ Local, allow you 

to officially claim your pages so you can respond to reviews or have other functionality, 

like building a profile. This is a critical step in reputation management because it helps your 

business become part of the conversation and address reviews as they come up. If you 

haven’t claimed your listings on all of the available sites, you don’t need to do so just yet, but 

make a note of this in the research phase, because it will be useful later on.

Evaluate Your Reputation on Review Sites 

Next, it’s important to evaluate the reputation of your business on the top sites you’ve identified. 

Look at the star or number rating system on each site. Some sites have a 4-star rating system, 

while others have 5-stars. Google+ Local has integrated the 30-point Zagat rating system into 

its listings. There are countless review sites out there, so they can vary quite a bit. 

Develop a good understanding of what a positive and a negative rating looks like for each 

site so you can note whether your reputation is overall positive or negative on each site. Start 

with a basic list or spreadsheet where you can list each review site, your business’ overall 

rating on that site, total points or stars possible for each site, and whether your reputation 

there is positive (+) or negative (-). This will help you get a feel for your overall reputation at 

a glance. Don’t forget to regularly update this document as you continue to improve your 

online reputation.

http://go.reachlocal.com/GooglePlusLocal_request.html
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Look at Ratings & Comments

The ratings systems are a good general pulse of your online reputation on review sites, but 

make sure you also read the reviews and comments themselves to see what people are 

actually saying about your business. Some people may leave ratings that are higher or 

lower than what their written comments reflect. And even positive reviews can contain critical 

commentary about your business. So, make sure to read carefully what people are saying 

about your business online to get the full grasp of your reputation. 

of Americans  
said that online reviews 
help them decide 
whether or not to make 
a purchase

80%

Source:   Marketing Charts

http://www.biakelsey.com/company/press-releases/100310-Nearly-All-Consumers-Now-Use-Online-Media-to-Shop-Locally.asp
http://www.marketingcharts.com/wp/topics/asia-pacific/8-in-10-americans-agree-that-online-reviews-influence-their-purchases-25761/
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WHAT ARE PEOPLE 
SAYING ON 
SOCIAL MEDIA?

3
What consumers say about your business on social media sites can be an important 
part of your business reputation. Not only do fans seek out local business information 
directly on social sites, these sites can also show up in search results when someone 
searches for your business. But, because they don’t all employ reputation-specific 
features like reviews or ratings, these sites can be a little trickier to evaluate. 

Look at Top Social Media Sites

There are countless social media sites online, so focus on the top sites in terms of user base when 

evaluating your reputation on social sites. In general, the most important to evaluate include: 

Now that you can merge your Google+ Local listing with your Google+ 

Business page, Google+ is an even more powerful social media site 

when it comes to your reputation. Make sure you are actively monitoring 

your reviews on this page, because your rating there not only shows up 

in desktop, mobile, and maps search results for your business, but also 

affects how well your page ranks in Google search, which can all affect 

consumers’ likeliness to do business with you. 

With Twitter’s short messages and easy sharing features, a negative 

mention of your business can spread quickly. It’s important to monitor 

your business’ @username and run a search for your business name 

regularly to see what consumers are saying about you and to you. 

On Facebook, it’s important to evaluate timeline posts, 

recommendations, business name tags, and comments on photos and 

posts on your business page. 
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Your business presence on LinkedIn also carries a reputation 

component, because site users can leave recommendations about 

services listed under your company profile. 

One of the popular features of YouTube is comments, so it’s important 

to read these often to see what people are saying about videos you 

post. In addition, you can house video reviews of businesses, products, 

and services on YouTube, helping the site rank for your business name. 

And make sure to search on YouTube for your business name and 

keywords to see if there are any reputation issues – or positive reviews 

or testimonials! – you need to know about. 

Assess Your Reputation on Social Sites

Since no two social media sites are exactly the same, you have to assess the sentiment 

about your business on each site individually. Google+ Local and LinkedIn both have 

review functionality, so consider your rankings on those sites when researching your online 

reputation in addition to any mentions of your business. On Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, 

you’ll need to read any posts or comments including your business name since they don’t 

have formal review functionalities. For example, if your Facebook timeline is receiving 

complaints or negative comments, you need to address them. 

Keep a tally of how many negative comments, reviews, or mentions you receive on each 

social media site. Make sure to also track any issues you find so you can address them in the 

next steps of reputation management. 
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WHAT ARE PEOPLE 
SAYING ON BLOGS 
& WEBSITES?

4

There’s no perfect way to calculate your reputation, because ultimately, it depends 
entirely on the experience an individual consumer has when researching your 
business. Are you squeaky clean for some keywords but negative on others? Beloved 
on some social sites and scorned on others? Research your own reputation in a 
wide variety of places so you can get a fuller picture of everything that a potential 
customer might run across. Once you’ve researched your reputation, you’re ready to 
set up a system to monitor it and address any issues.

What are people saying about your business on blogs and websites? You may have run 
across some of this content when conducting your SERPs research, but you may need 
to dig a little deeper to find more. 

Use Blog Search

To find content specifically on blogs, you can use a feature called Google Blog search that 

will target blogs specifically. Plug some of your business and reputation keywords into the 

blog search to see if anything positive or negative shows up. 

Go Past Page 1 of SERPs

Blog and website content about your business may or may not show up high in search 

results for your business, but readers of those sites will be able to find this content about your 

business by going straight to the source. In some instances, ignoring negative commentary 

about your business on a blog or website can cause that content to go viral and gain larger 

online and media attention, which in turn can cause the original negative content to rank 

higher and become difficult to manage. So, make sure to look deep in search results so you 

can proactively find negative content and deal with it before it becomes a problem.

C
on

cl
u

si
on

http://www.google.com/blogsearch


COULD YOUR BUSINESS 
STILL RECIEVE A NEGATIVE 
REVIEW TOMORROW?

IS YOUR CUSTOMER 
SERVICE OUTSTANDING?

ARE YOU STILL RECIEVING 
NEGATIVE REVIEWS OR 
COMPLAINTS ABOUT YOUR 
BUSINESS, EMPLOYEES, 
PRODUCTS, OR SERVICES?

YOU NEED TO LEARN THE RIGHT 
WAY TO ADDRESS NEGATIVE 
REVIEWS AND COMMENTS 
ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS ONLINE.

YOU NEED TO ADDRESS CORE 
ISSUES WITHIN YOUR BUSINESS 
AND NOT ONLY FOCUS ON 
WHAT’S BEING SAID ONLINE.

YOUR’RE DOING A GOOD JOB 
MONITORING AND ADDRESSING 
YOUR CURRENT REPUTATION. 
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK. NOW 
YOU NEED TO FOCUS ON 
MAKING YOUR REPUTATION 
EVEN BETTER.

ARE YOU REPLYING TO NEGATIVE 
REVIEWS, COMMENTS, AND 
CONVERSATION ABOUT YOUR 
BUSINESS ONLINE WHEN YOU 
FIND OUT ABOUT THEM?

ARE YOU 
MONITORING & 

ADDRESSING 
REPUTATION ISSUES?

YOU NEED TO MONITOR YOUR 
REPUTATION SO YOU CAN 
LEARN WHAT’S BEING SAID 
ABOUT YOU AND RESPOND.

DO YOU HAVE A SYSTEM OR 
ALERTS SET UP TO TELL YOU WHEN 

A REPUTATION ISSUE ARISES?

ARE YOU ADDRESSING 
THESE ISSUES WITHIN 
YOUR BUSINESS?

RADAR
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The next step in reputation management is setting up a system to continually 

monitor your reputation and address any issues you find. Without a monitoring 

process in place, you may occasionally see some negative reviews come up 

about your business – but often that will happen too late for you to keep the 

negativity from spreading. In this section, we’ll cover the basics of how to monitor 

your online reputation and address problems as soon as they arise. 

Monitor &  
Address Your 
Reputation

STEP 2
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MONITOR YOUR 
REPUTATION1

There are all sorts of tools and programs out there that can help you monitor your 
reputation online. Many of these can be a useful way to track the sentiment about 
your business, and almost all of them work by scanning the Web for mentions of your 
business and alerting you when new content about your business is posted online. 

Set Up Alerts

You can set up alerts like Google Alerts and Yahoo! Alerts, which will notify you via email 

any time your business name, email address, or other keywords about your business are 

published on the Web. This tool is a great resource for businesses with a limited budget. The 

“Me on the Web” feature located within the Google Dashboard is an easy way to set up 

keyword alerts. Then, once they’re set, it’s best to check your alerts every day and update 

your reputation report on a weekly or monthly basis.

But setting up alerts alone isn’t enough – you still have to read through the alerts to determine if 

they contain reputation-related content or if they are just a general business mention or something 

you have posted on the Web for your business. Plus, there are also sites like Facebook that aren’t 

indexed by search engines, so you will still have to manually monitor them.

Find Tools & Services

Reputation monitoring tools and services can take some of the tedious work out of reputation 

monitoring by flagging true reputation-related content like reviews, complaints, or mentions 

that your business needs to address. Plus, many premium tools and services take some the 

guesswork out of reputation issues and provide reports to help you understand the reputation 

issues your business faces online. 

Select Terms 

When configuring your reputation monitoring tools or alerts, use the same terms you used to 

initially research your online reputation so that you see any new content for those keywords 

that is showing up online. 

http://www.google.com/alerts
http://alerts.yahoo.com/
http://support.google.com/accounts/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=1181793
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REPLY TO NEGATIVE 
REVIEWS & ISSUES2

After you’ve set up a good reputation monitoring program, it’s time to start addressing 
reputation issues that you find. It’s important to address these issues from a customer 
service perspective and because people who find a negative review or complaint can 
see your business’s response. 
Set Up Alerts
When you see negative comments or complaints about your business online, remember you’re not alone. 

Every business has had its fair share of customer complaints, and in the online age, virtually everyone is 

empowered to say something critical of anyone or anything. Try searching for a brand you really love along 

with the term “reviews” or “complaints” and you’re sure to see something negative. 

That’s why it’s critical to respond professionally and respectfully to negativity online – no matter what the 

situation.  Even if you think you are making 99% of your customers happy, occasionally mistakes happen, 

and even businesses with the best customer service can sometimes fall short. It’s important to understand 

how to handle these situations professionally, because responding in a negative, defensive, or uninformed 

way can cause more harm than good. 

Here are a few guidelines on how to respond to negativity about your business online: 

Claim Your Listings on Review Sites 

Many of the top review sites require a business to claim their listings in order to reply to 

reviews. This is an important part of reputation management, because it’s your first step in 

taking part of the conversation happening about your business on these sites. The steps for 

claiming an account on each review site differ, but typically you will identify your business 

on the site, set up a login on the site, provide information to the site that you are the business, 

and then confirm via phone call and pin number that you are the business listed on the site. 
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For more information about claiming your listing on top review sites, you can visit the 

following resources: 

Google+ Local Listings

Yelp Business Listing

Yahoo! Local Listings

Choose to Respond Case by Case

Did you know that 60% of consumers expect brands to respond to reviews and comments on 

social media (Source: Mashable)? But you don’t have to reply to every negative comment, 

post, or review about your business online. If a review is obviously not addressing a real 

customer complaint or service issue, it may be best to leave it alone. Ultimately, it’s up to your 

discretion as a business owner which reviews and complaints merit a response. For example, 

a rambling review full of misspelling lacking any substantive feedback or insights about the 

issue, or an obvious spam comment that doesn’t even address your business at all may not 

be worth responding to. However, a review complaining about service on a particular day, 

about a specific product or service, or about interactions with a specific employee may be 

worth responding to in order to let the customer know you are sorry for their experience and 

looking into the issue. 

Also, keep in mind that you may not have the option to reply to some reviews, depending 

on how the review site is configured. In that instance, you may need to take your resolution 

of the situation offline by attempting to contact the customer directly if they have provided 

their name or contact information on the review. Then, once you’ve addressed the customer’s 

complaints, you could ask them if they’d consider revising the negative post. Again, take this 

on a case by case basis – for example, if you resolve the issue and the customer is still upset, 

it’s probably best not to ask them to continue posting about your business online.

of consumers expect brands to respond to 
reviews and comments on social media sites60%

Source:   Mashable

http://www.google.com/placesforbusiness/
https://biz.yelp.com/claiming
http://listings.local.yahoo.com/overview.php
http://mashable.com/2012/07/18/brand-social-media-comments/
http://www.biakelsey.com/company/press-releases/100310-Nearly-All-Consumers-Now-Use-Online-Media-to-Shop-Locally.asp
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Don’t Take Negativity Personally

This can be difficult, because as a business owner, you might consider your reputation as 

an extension of you. And you know that negative reviews or complaints can have a big 

impact on your marketing efforts, as well as your bottom line. So, when someone attacks 

your business online, you may feel like they’re attacking you. Before getting defensive, take 

the time to really read the comment or review and see what the real issue is. Because some 

people leave anonymous reviews, they can be more critical or harsher than they might in 

person or if their name were attached to their feedback. So read through the harshness and 

try to get a good understanding of the actual issue.  

Respond Quickly, But Not Immediately 

It’s important to respond quickly to negative reviews, but don’t publish your first impulse 

response. Instead, take a minute to cool down, get some perspective, or let your frustration 

about the feedback blow over. Then, when you’re not reacting emotionally to the situation, 

you will be better equipped to respond professionally to the review. Remember that your reply 

will be public, and if you don’t respond appropriately, you risk inviting more criticism. Many 

business owners have taken the “fight fire with fire” approach only to draw the wrath of the 

Internet about how they replied, tarnishing their reputation even further and drawing uninvited 

negative publicity. Instead, take time to research the situation and make sure you understand 

the circumstance of the customer’s bad experience so you are equipped to respond.

Respond 
Publicly

Check 
Emotions

Take Issue 
Offline to 
Resolve

Recognize 
Opportunity 
to Improve 
Business
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Craft the Right Response 

When you respond to a negative review, it’s important to take time to craft a professional, 

reasonable response. 

Here are a few tips for writing a response to a negative review: 

Introduce yourself. 
Taking ownership and responsibility can inspire a vote of confidence to anyone who may 

read your reply, so make sure to use your real name and your position in the company. 

Encourage them to contact you offline so you can get more details or information about their 

experience. 

Use a professional, apologetic tone.
It’s important to keep your tone professional and even. Don’t be defensive or argumentative. 

Don’t attack the reviewer, call them names, or write a reply speculating about the authenticity 

of a review. Instead, start off by apologizing and acknowledging the customer’s incident. 

Address the facts of the negative review or complaint. 
Many people choose to rant online because they just want to be heard. So let them know you’ve 

heard their concerns. Stick to the facts of the review (for example, complaints about a service 

provider being late or a product malfunctioning) and don’t address any inflammatory remarks. 

Offer a solution. 
If possible, offer a solution to the issue. At this point, you might want to take the resolution 

offline by providing a dedicated phone number or email that reviewers can use to contact 

you. Then, you might consider offering complimentary service on their next visit or a 

replacement for a malfunctioning product. 

Check your grammar and language. 
You probably won’t be able to go back and edit your comments once they are posted, 

so have someone else read your response to check it for clarity, correct grammar, and 

professionalism.

Follow Through & Follow Up

If a customer who has left a negative review does contact you about the situation, address 

their concerns promptly, and let them know you appreciate their business. If they come back 

to your business, follow through with your promise or solution you offered in your response. 

You never know, sometimes properly addressing a negative review can even help you win 

back a customer and an updated review!
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ADDRESSING 
ISSSUES WITHIN 
YOUR BUSINESS

3
During the process of researching the customer issue in a negative review, you may 
learn some difficult but important lessons about your business. Perhaps multiple reviews 
include the name of an employee who delivered poor customer service or was rude. 

Maybe there are repeated complaints about wait times, product quality, or service 
issues you didn’t know about. Whatever uncomfortable information you learn about your 
business through online reviews, you can look at it as a valuable learning opportunity.  

 
Identify Patterns of Complaints

As you’re reviewing the negative reviews you discover about your business, pay careful 

attention to patterns of complaints that arise.  

For example, here are a few types of complaints you might see in negative reviews:

Long or inaccurate wait times 

Poor customer service

Poor quality product or service 

Rude employees

Unprofessional or untrained staff 

Overpricing

Inadequate facilities 

Unclean environment 

By noting complaint patterns, you will be better equipped to take legitimate complaints about 

your business seriously and address them within your business. Not only can this help nip 

negative reviews in the bud, it can also help you build a better, more successful business.
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ENHANCING 
CUSTOMER SERVICE4

Reputation management doesn’t just stop at fixing any problem areas you may find in 
negative online reviews. It’s also important to make sure that outstanding customer 
service is a priority for everyone on your team. 

Create Customer Service Guidelines

Do your employees know what great customer service means to you? Create guidelines 

outlining your expectations for every employee and discuss these guidelines in new 

employee onboarding. Post these guidelines clearly within the workplace so that every 

employee can be reminded of your expectations for outstanding service. 

Train Employees on Customer Service Basics 

In addition to creating customer service guidelines and expectations, it’s important to train new 

employees on how to deliver the best customer service possible. Train them how to properly 

answer phone calls, respond to customer questions, and deliver prompt and friendly service. Every 

employee, no matter what their role, should be skilled in providing excellent customer service. 

Reward Excellent Customer Service 

To really make customer service a priority within your business, encourage employees to 

excel in this area. Make it a part of each employee’s review. Create an ongoing recognition 

program to reward those who demonstrate outstanding customer service. By making great 

customer service a part of your culture, you’ll be better equipped to build a positive offline 

and online reputation for your business. 

Setting up a system to monitor and address reputation issues for your business is a 
critical part of effectively managing your online reputation. Make sure to set up the 
right monitoring system based on your needs, using a combination of tools, alerts, 
and reminders. By keeping the pulse on your reputation, you will see when any 
issues arise so you can effectively address them online and within your business. C
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Build &  
Promote Your 

Reputation
Once negative reputation issues are resolved, you can focus on sharing 

great content about your business online. In this section, we’ll cover the 

basics of how to build positive content about your business and promote 

your reputation online. 

STEP 3
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CLAIM & UPDATE 
LOCAL LISTINGS1

If you already claimed your local listings in the process of addressing negative 
reviews, you’re a step ahead! If you skipped that section, we’ll cover the basics of 
claiming your local listing and review pages – along with your social media pages. 

Why Claiming Your Listings Matters 

It’s important to claim your local listings and review pages for a variety of reasons. First, 

claiming and optimizing your local listings can help them perform better in search, so 

consumers can find your business online. Once your pages are claimed, you can manage 

business details – like your exact business name, correct phone number, address, hours of 

operation, services, and more – and share positive content about your business, so consumers 

see the most positive and up-to-date information about you when they visit these sites.

It’s important to make sure your listing information such as your physical address, phone 

number, and business name across all your sites is both accurate and consistent, because 

search engines look at this information across all your different listings and pages to 

determine how your pages rank. The more consistent, accurate pages you have claimed and

optimized, the better your listings will rank. Also, check for accuracy of the specific details 

on your listing information, including spelling, abbreviations, punctuation, special characters, 

and wording variations. 

Right Consistent 
Name

Inconsistent 
NameWrong

GOOGLE + LOCAL YELP SUPERPAGES

YELP SUPERPAGESGOOGLE + LOCAL
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How to Claim Your Listings on Top Sites

Each local listing or review site will differ in the details of how to claim it, but they typically 

require a login, information about the business, and a verification process that will identify 

you as the correct business owner. Some listing services are free and others are paid, so it’s 

best to claim all the top free listing sites and determine whether or not the paid sites will be 

useful for your business or not.  

Use these links to find more information on how to claim your listing on top review sites: 

Don’t Forget About Social Media Pages

It’s also important to make sure social media pages are claimed and optimized for your 

business, because these can rank highly for your business keywords and help you push more 

positive content about your business up in search engine results. Plus, you’ll use these pages 

in the next steps of this process to help socialize and share positive news and content about 

your business. Top sites to consider include: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+, YouTube, 

and Pinterest. 

http://linkedin.com
http://youtube.com
www.google.com/+/learnmore/local/
http://twitter.com
http://facebook.com
https://biz.yelp.com/claiming
http://listings.local.yahoo.com/overview.php
http://citysearch.com
http://merchantcircle.desk.com/customer/portal/articles/312023-how-do-i-claim-my-listing-
https://insiderpages.zendesk.com/entries/340653-How-do-I-claim-my-business-
http://www.judysbook.com/merchant
http://angieslist.com
http://www.yellowpages.com/claim-my-listing
http://www.supermedia.com/spportal/quickbpflow.do
http://www.google.com/placesforbusiness/
http://pinterest.com
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ASK HAPPY 
CUSTOMERS FOR 
REVIEWS

2
One of the best ways to build a positive reputation online is to ask happy customers 
to leave you reviews. Often, negative reviews aren’t hard to come by, because people 
tend to be more proactive about complaints. But people who love your business may be 
less likely to leave a review because they’re satisfied with their service and don’t know 
that a review online is something that you would value. So, by simply asking happy 
customers to leave you reviews, you can rally your advocates and start to build a more 
positive reputation for your business online. 

Here are a few guidelines for asking happy customers for reviews: 

Don’t Pay for Positive Reviews 

As a general rule, don’t pay for reviews or monetize the review process for customers in any 

way. This includes offering cash, a discount, or a free product or service in exchange for a 

review about your business. The reason is twofold: first, the FTC’s Endorsement Guidelines 

state that if a company pays someone to write an endorsement – and reviews fall under 

this – the endorsement must be truthful and the relationship between the company and the 

endorser must be disclosed. That means that if a company pays someone to leave a review 

online, legally, the content of the review itself must state that fact. Second, paid reviews are 

likely to seem less genuine, potentially causing consumers to question why your business 

needs to pay people to write positive reviews. It’s also not okay to have your own employees 

or an agency pose as customers to leave positive reviews about your business. 

http://www.ftc.gov/os/2009/10/091005revisedendorsementguides.pdf
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Target & Build On Specific Sites

To start building your reputation online, select a few high-impact review sites to direct your 

customers to. It’s a good idea to include Google+ Local in your list, because it impacts 

your map listing and helps you rank higher in SERPs. And because reviewers must have a 

Google account, the reviews are more genuine. You also want to select sites that are already 

ranking well in search for your business. For instance, if a site ranks highly but includes mostly 

negative reviews, asking happy customers to post their reviews on that site can begin to 

build a good volume of positive feedback. But before doing so, make sure you’ve properly 

addressed and replied to complaints there so that your customers can see you are working to 

resolve any issues other people have experienced. 

Ask After Great Customer Experiences

One of the best times to ask a customer to leave a review is after a great experience with 

your business. That’s because their experience is fresh on their mind and they are more likely 

to leave you a review because they feel great about the service or solution you provided. 

Here are a few cues that customers have had a great experience with your business: 
They ask to speak with a manager about great service

They write a note or a letter of appreciation

They comment to an employee about a great experience

They send an email, Facebook post, or Tweet sharing their appreciation

They refer a friend, family member, or colleague

Any time you experience one of these – or other – signs of a happy customer, you know it’s 

time to ask them for a review. 

continue to seek out vendors two or 
more years after a good experience

continue to seek out vendors two or 
more years after a good experience

Customer service experiences have a long 
lasting impact:

24%

39%

Source:   Zendesk

http://www.biakelsey.com/company/press-releases/100310-Nearly-All-Consumers-Now-Use-Online-Media-to-Shop-Locally.asp
http://zendesk.com/resources/customer-service-and-lifetime-customer-value
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Create Tools & Processes to Ask for Reviews 

To make it easy to ask happy customers for reviews, create tools and processes that make 

it part of your employees’ jobs. You may want to create a business card or postcard sized 

reminder with your business logo and the icons of the two or three review sites you want to 

direct customers toward for employees to pass out to happy customers. It’s also a great idea 

to create a poster to let customers know you appreciate reviews. You can also include links 

to review sites in the signature of your email address, on customer receipts, in your customer 

newsletter, or on other communications with your customer base. 

Get Your Team On Board

It’s critical to get your entire team on board in asking happy customer to leave you reviews. 

You could consider creating a program that recognizes employees each time their name is 

mentioned in a happy customer review. Or, you could make a team blitz week event in which 

you reward team members with an outing, team meal, or other fun experience if they receive 

a certain number of reviews. Make your entire team part of the effort – not only will this help 

you grow your review numbers, but it will also help them connect the dots between providing 

outstanding customer service and reaching your reputation goals.

Dos

Don’ts

Send a Survey

Have a Review 
Station in Your Office Pay for Reviews

Create a Flyer Send an Email
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CREATE VIDEO 
& WRITTEN 
TESTIMONIALS

3
Although reviews are an important part of your online reputation, other positive 
content about your business plays an important role. By creating and optimizing 
customer testimonials about your business, you can help your own content rank for 
important reputation keywords for your business. Make sure to get and save written 
permission from the customers you feature in testimonials to use their testimonial for 
marketing your business. 

Create a Variety of Testimonials

There are all sorts of testimonials you can create with happy customers.  
Here are a few to consider:

Business testimonials feature the customer talking about your business and the overall 

experience of working with you. 

Case studies present a problem a customer faced and the solutions your business 

helped provide. 

Reverse testimonials begin with the customer’s initial concern or objection to working 

with you and then go on to describe the fantastic outcome they experienced. 

Product or service testimonials focus on the specific solution your business offered, how 

it was implemented, and the outcome. 

Benefits testimonials focus on the benefits of the particular product or service provided 

to the customers. 

Day-in-the-life testimonials feature how your product or service helps a customer going 

about their daily routine.
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Optimize Your Testimonials for Reputation Keywords

In order to help your testimonials do double duty by both building your Web presence and 

your reputation, you can optimize them for important keywords for your online reputation. 

For example, you could include a reputation term that you are monitoring in the title 
of a video review. Here are a few examples:

“Business Name Review: Customer Loves Product”

“Review: Business Name Helps Customer Name with Challenge”

“Does Business Name Really Work? One Customer’s Review”

For written testimonials, you can optimize your content such as headlines, subheads, and 

meta descriptions to include a reputation keyword. Make sure not to keyword stuff your 

content, and make sure you don’t write misleading titles or content just for the sake of search. 

But, keep in mind that by framing the content of your testimonials in terms of the keywords 

consumers are using to research your business, you can help those potential customers find 

information that will help them make their purchase decision.

Headlines Headlines

Video Written

Descriptions Body Copy

Tags Meta Description

Reviews & SEO Keyword Checklist
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SHARE GREAT 
REVIEWS & 
TESTIMONIALS

4
After you have started building more positive content for your online reputation, you 
can help consumers find this information by sharing and posting it online. 

Post on Your Website

Your website is an important place to share positive content about your business for potential 

customers to find. Feature your testimonials prominently so people can see what it’s like to 

work with your business. Consider creating a page on your website to feature great reviews 

of your business, and link back to the originating source of the content. 

Share on Social Media Sites

When you run across a new positive review about your business through your monitoring 

program, post it to your social media sites like Twitter, Facebook, and Google+ to let your 

fans and followers see what people have to say about working with you. This will enable 

customers and employees to share the positive comments and build awareness that you’re 

a great place to do business with. And, more social media activity on the content can help it 

rank better in search, building positivity about your brand online. 

Optimize Your Shared Content on Each Site

Make sure the content you include along with positive reviews and testimonials is optimized 

for your reputation keywords as well. For example, use different combinations of your 

business name and the term “reviews” in each new post about a review that features your 

business. And, make your posts sharable and interactive by encouraging fans to retweet, 

comment on, share, or like the posts you share.
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When building your online reputation, it’s also important to focus on building your 
general business Web presence so that your business is ranking better in general. This 
includes creating a fresh stream of interesting, fresh content from your business that 
doesn’t only focus on reviews and testimonials. 

Types of Content to Build Your Web Presence

Other examples of content your business should create in order to build its Web 
presence include:

You can take advantage of content marketing to build your reputation online by sharing 

a variety of different topics in your content. Consider topics related to your products or 

services, community, and business. Adding a broad range of topics will help your business 

appeal to a broader range of consumers, helping boost social shares and brand awareness, 

ultimately building your Web presence online. 

CREATE FRESH, 
TIMELY CONTENT 
FOR SERPS

5

YOUR BLOG

HOW TO

CONTENT

”

Blog Posts

“How To” Articles

Interviews

Expert Articles 

Product/Service  
Features

Infographics

Videos

Photos

INFOGRAPHIC

6565%
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Building your business Web Presence is one of the most critical components of 
reputation management today. Not only can it help you build positive content about 
your business in search engines, but it can also help you share the goodwill of happy 
customers who genuinely love doing business with you. By putting a process in 
place to proactively build your business reputation online, you can help consumers 
find relevant, useful information about your business, products, and services when 
researching purchase decisions online. 

Optimize Your Content for SEO

Optimizing the content you share for SEO will help build your general Web presence as well 

as the ability for your content to be found for your business reputation keywords. For example, 

for blog posts featuring product or service-related topics, you should optimize those for your 

product and service keywords. But, optimize posts featuring testimonials, customer case 

studies, or positive industry mentions for your reputation keywords. Having a diversified content 

strategy can help you create some content that can help build your reputation online while also 

providing a variety of topics for your readers to build your audience and your brand.
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Reputation management is not a one time exercise that you 
can check off the list. It’s an ongoing process that requires 
continual time, effort, and investment. But, it’s absolutely 
critical for any business today.  

What does your reputation say about your business to potential customers? Start by assessing your reputation 

to find out how your business looks to consumers. Then, set up a system to monitor and address reputation issues 

when they arise. And finally, put a program in place to build and promote your reputation online. Following 

these steps can help you manage your online reputation and ultimately help you get more customer online.

of consumers make 
purchasing decisions 
based on reviews they 
see online88%

Source:   Zendesk

CONCLUSION

http://www.biakelsey.com/company/press-releases/100310-Nearly-All-Consumers-Now-Use-Online-Media-to-Shop-Locally.asp
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Get Help Managing your 
Reputation Online!
Now that you understand the importance of managing your online 
reputation, it’s time to put your game plan together and get started. 
Need help? See how ReachLocal can help you with managing your 
online reputation, building your business Web presence, creating 
and promoting content, and claiming local directories and social 
media sites for your business. 

Learn about our ReachCast service at reachlocal.com/web-marketing.

reachlocal.com | 888.861.6378
© 2013 ReachLocal. All Rights Reserved. No reproduction without permission.

http://www.reachlocal.com/web-marketing
http://reachlocal.com
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ABOUT US  
A global leader in online marketing, 

ReachLocal’s (NASDAQ: RLOC)  

mission is to help local businesses all over 

the world reach more local consumers 

online. Through a combination of our smart 

technology and sharp professionals, we 

deliver services that get the results you need. 

And, we do it all so you don’t have to.

facebook.com/reachlocal

blog.reachlocal.com

reachlocal.com

twitter.com/reachlocal

youtube.com/reachlocal

plus.google.com/+reachlocal

reachlocal.com | 888.861.6378
© 2013 ReachLocal. All Rights Reserved. No reproduction without permission.
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